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Abstract 
The ills within our society are some of our major predicaments. Youth 
restiveness, massive unemployment, election rigging, tribalism and free 
fraud to mention a few are daunting evidence of ills which characterized our 
polity. It is a country with a complex heterogeneous set up with high 
population of illiterates. It is a country that has been traumatized with 
several military coups making it a very difficult terrain. The aim of this 
paper therefore is to present a report that will enhance its education with 
useful suggestion and appraisal from the perspective of the humanities and 
social sciences for the benefit of national development. 

 
 
 

On the occasion of the 8th annual conference of the Nigerian Anthropological and sociological 
Association titled “Corruption”. The vice chancellor of the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria Professor 
Abdullahi Ango in his welcoming address, said the greatest obstacle to National development in 
Nigeria is corruption. He said that the problems of under development which the nation is currently 
experiencing are not necessarily due to scarcity of the natural factors of production but the unending 
struggle among Nigerian to retain or gain advantages over fellow Nigerians.  

 
There was the infamous N55 million bribe for budget scandal which led to the removal of 

Adolphus Wabara as the president of the senate in 2005. Others involves in the scam included former 
minister of education, professor Fabian Osuji: then executive secretary of the national universities 
commission, NUC, professor Peter Okebukola; acting permanent secretary in the ministry of 
education, Mr P.S. Audu ; five directors in the ministry and the then vice-chancellor of the federal 
university of technology Owerri (FUTO), professor Jude Njoku, who was alleged to have bribed some 
lawmakers with the sum of N10 million to increase his university’s vote in 2004 Appropriation bill. 
The president Olusegun Obasanjo sacked Osuji and Wabara was impeached by his colleagues as a 
result of the scandal. The independent corrupt practices and other offences commission, ICPC, Later 
arraigned Osuji in court on the charge that he offered bribe to the senate to smoothen the passage of 
the budget of the ministry of education.  

 
Corruption, like an octopus, bares its tentacles in many sectors of the nation’s economy and 

hinders our steady development. Corruption has become a plague from which the nation desperately 
needs a cure. Common corrupt practices in the universities include plagiarism, admission 
racketeering, examination malpractices, falsification of records, sexual harassments, cultism, 
extortion, violation of procurement laws, bribery, misappropriation, gratification especially through 
influence peddling,  embezzlement to mention but few are as a result of corruption in high and low 
places. It has marred our democracy, stifled social service, scared foreign investors, tainted the 
nation’s image and strangled the educational system. Nigeria had received hundred of billions of 
dollars from oil proceeds to date, yet, ironically, she is on the list of the world’s educational backward 
nation. There are some very critical national problem that should really engage our mind, because 
until we get them sorted out our effort at national development would continue to suffer. A 
Government with an appropriate sense of duty and an eye on posterity would deploy resources to 
critical infrastructure like education. Since education is on the concurrent list, the federal government, 
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the state and the local government are responsible for the woes besetting the sector. Her annual budget 
for education has been abysmal low hovered 9% of the total budget which is far below the 
recommendation of the United Nation Educational, Scientific and Cultural organization (UNESCO). 

 
Thus, Nigeria as a nation carries an enormous load of liability. Should Nigeria go for loan to 

set its education on the pathway, there are those who are ready to siphon the proceeds. Should Nigeria 
fund committed institutions like the missionaries, there are those who would say Nigeria is a secular 
state. If a state is doing well, it has to be slowed down to wait for other state because of the misuse of 
Federal character system. The pathway then to solving Nigeria’s educational problem is therefore 
cumbersome because it has a constitutional dimension; it has manpower problem, inadequate funding, 
poor remuneration, poor societal attitude, poor assessment method, poor administration and absence 
of equipment and good libraries. Thus the choice of the topic difficult terrain requires patience and 
strategy. However the researcher is concerned with: What can be added or subtracted from the present 
system to make the educational system more relevant: How can we strengthen our values so as not to 
be influenced by the influx of conflicting values resulting from globalization? What has happen to the 
introduction to technology which is one of the subjects that forms the vital component of the 6-3-3-4 
system of Education? How can discipline like humanities and social science contribute to a more 
meaningful and concrete system in education? It is my candid belief that having survey these factors 
holistically a more systematic functional education would evolve.  
 
Statement of the Problem 

An extract from the poem entitled the Lord’s Prayer, the Nigerian Version from page IV of 
the book, Religion, Politics and Power by his Lordship. Rt. Rev. DR. Mathew Hassan Kukah line 12-
18 states. 
 

Give us education that is functional, that creates the climate for home made 
thinkers, that ambushes the culture of non productivity, that arrest the 
shortages in the midst of plenty, that liberates us from poverty and the 
experts borrowing, and rescued us from living big in borrowed name, we 
ask this for the sake of national security. 

 
 
There is no gainsaying that our educational system has now plummeted to an abysmal level 

where the majority of our primary and secondary school graduates cannot even communicate in 
English, our lingua franca. Lack of proper planning fused with poor funding and shoddy 
implementation has robbed the country of a glorious prospect. In 1960 education was one of the 
cherished legacies that put Nigeria on the list of the most admired especially in Africa that era 
witnessed the strutting on world stage of our foremost literary giants like Wole Soyinka, Chinua 
Achebe, Cyprian Ekwensi, Elechi Amadi, Gabriel Okara and J.P. Clark became house hold name in 
the Africa continent and even beyond.  

 
According to Education Right Campaign (ERC) on Senior Staff Association of Nigeria 

Universities (SSANU) strike in 2009 State that “if we all agree that education is the key to vibrant 
economy then Nigeria as a country is many miles away from the door” For example, Introduction to 
Technology, which is one of the subjects that formed the vital components of the 6-3-3-4 system, has 
been in abeyance. Those who should know say inadequacy of teaching hands and lack of instructional 
materials needed to impart knowledge was among many things that killed the good initiative. Yet, 
there has been no official explanation as to why the subjects are no longer taught in our junior 
secondary schools. Even at the senior secondary schools level, we are constantly regaled with sad 
tales of dearth of competent science teachers and lack of basic laboratory equipment that can aid 
practical learning, with students sometimes completing secondary school education in many of our 
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public schools without seeing an ordinary test tube! Our nation can not boast of enabling environment 
as most of the public schools in Nigeria are nothing to write home about, some classes have up to one 
hundred students per class without the provision of seats. How does the teacher cope and how would 
the students sit? The pathway then to solving the problems of education in a difficult country like 
Nigeria lies in caution, patience and strategic planning.   
  
Strategic and Purposeful Planning  

Education is the process by which a person’s mind and character are developed through 
teaching. It is the bedrock of any nation because it helps a country to produce its skilled and 
competent manpower for economic, industrial and social development. 

 
It is education that would prepare the individual for a concrete technology, increase his 

knowledge, enhanced his status and develop his personality. Concomitantly, education that would fast 
track and benefits must be founded solidly on sound moral values, creative skills and conformable 
knowledge. (Imo, 2007). 

 
Permit me to submit that any nation which catches a vision and refuses to fight a battle to 

pursue it is non resilience. A prostitute who knows she could rise to prominent position will most 
probably stop her illicit affairs to restrategize in order to solidify her chances to achieving her dreams. 

 
The Nigerian society suffers a lot of setbacks which could be rectified by a purposeful 

planning of the education system. Those things which we can put in place and have not done show our 
shortcoming and laxity.  Recently, President Goodluck Jonathan declared a damming verdict of 
failure on the 6-3-3-4 system and even asked its architects to apologize to the nation. This was on the 
occasion of one of his several comments when mass failure has been consistently recorded in the past 
five years at the Senior Secondary School Certificate Exam, NECO. The story is not anything better 
in the West African Examination Council. 

 
Professor Ruqayyatu Rufai having surveyed the ailing system of the 6-3-3-4 system like a 

professional surgeon has prescribed the early childhood which stipulates that children between age 1-
5 can be enrolled in schools. Thus, we now have 1+-6-3-3-4 system. 
One of the aims of Universal Basic Education (UBE) is ensuring on interrupted access to nine years 
formal education for providing free and compulsory education for every child of school going age.  
 
Relevance of the Humanities/Social Science 

The humanities/social science are robust with general philosophical theories like ethics and 
moral philosophy which are relevant to the above topics. Moral values are part of every individual’s 
life because they serve his basic needs. They help to determine man indispensable behavioural 
patterns. Values provide the basis upon which man organizes his social life in particular and his 
existence in general. A framework of value enables him to make easily habitual responses in moments 
of his life. Thus in politics, he understands and appreciates the importance of patriotism, faithfulness, 
loyalty, fairness and justice, among others. 

 
Furthermore, humanities have literature like poetry, stories, parables which are lively and 

intricate instrument that can bring about change in behavioural attitude if they are graphically and 
carefully articulated to those who listen to them. A good example is the parables of Jesus. Oliver 
Twist by Charles Dickens was written to address the ills of society and the neglect of government. 
Later, the book impacted positively because it helped the government to be aware of the problems. It 
is majorly in these areas that discipline like humanities/social sciences play a unique role in the 
dismantling of the social structures that bring about the suffering and decay in the institutions. 
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The Way Forward 
More than fifty years ago, our Nations nationalist struggled for independence which came to a 

glorious end. Since then, we have been in charge of our collective destiny. An independent nation 
carries a tag of responsibilities. She must learn to plan her own development goals and this include 
education policy and implementation. 
Expert of education like Yehundah Zelberger (1961) is of the opinion that students learn more in 
conducive environment. Article 2 of his principles for functional education, “creates a lively and 
happy environment where the child will act enthusiastically”. We must learn to listen to our experts 
since they have the technical knowledge to make education stipulating smooth and conducive. 
NGO, all stakeholders and parents must join hands in shaping the future of the education sectors. It is 
only by taking urgent steps to save the ailing education sector that we can spare ourselves the odour 
that foul the air, the smell of long years of neglect and lack of tentative will to implement policies. 

 
Thus according to Dr. Ahmad Modibo, the executive secretary of Universal Basic Education 

Commission (UBEC), none of the 36 states accessed Universal Basic Education (UBE) intervention 
fund for the year 2012. While only 10 states contributed to it the previous year. As we know, the 
National Universal Basic Education Commission is funded by several bodies including the 36 states 
thus their non performance is detrimental to the laudable objective. The present systems where some 
states have free education and others don’t have are mere politically motivated, done in haste and 
without coherent planning. In most cases, they are done to extract the peoples’ votes. As we all know 
the Universal Basic Education (UBE) programme has a universal outlook that is truly initiated from a 
careful and painstaking survey for the needs of the youths. The programme must not be allowed to go 
down the drain 
 
Conclusion 

Things are no longer at ease in Nigeria. You and I wittingly or otherwise must have one 
experience to give. The greater tragedy occurs when young people are seduced by the circumstances 
of their upbringing or by the influence of peer groups to embrace a life of terrorism, kidnapping and 
hard drugs to the detriment to the life of purpose and vision. 

If a person is having difficulty in starting a journey, it is solutions that should be sort. We 
must start with free and fair elections, fix out judiciary, declare a war against illiteracy, and improve 
on our health programmes. All these require patience and strategy initiated from a careful fixing of the 
education system. 
 
 
Recommendation 

a. Government should give free education to only educational disadvantage states not all the state in the 
federation.  

b. Government must monitor the kind of literature taught in schools and regulate them to key in to their 
objectives. 

c. Government should revamp the economy by making agriculture a core subject in schools. 
d. Education should have the lion share in budget. 
e. Students whose parents can afford the fee should pay. 
f. Government should ensure that we meet the UNESCO recommendations. 
g. Flogging should be eradicated so as not to scare children away from school. 
h. NGO, all stakeholders and parents must join hand in shaping the future of the education sector. 
i. Government should fund libraries and laboratories as they are critical elements for the development of 

education. 
j. Moral education and values should be enhanced through the reading of literature novels. 
k. Meritocracy must supersede federal character. 
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l. Youths should be adequately engaged. Government should massively recruit unemployed graduates to 
eradicate illiteracy. 

m. Institute of continued education centres should be established to prepare students for admission as part 
of solution to fallen standard. 

n. Introduction to Technology should be given adequate attention and preference in Junior Secondary 
School. 
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